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Abstract—Data streams are massive, fast-changing, and in-
finite. Applications of data streams can vary from critical
scientific and astronomical applications to important business
and financial ones. They need algorithms to make a single
pass with limited time and memory. Mining data streams is
concerned with extracting knowledge structures represented in
models and patterns in non-stopping data streams. Clustering
is a prominent task in mining data streams, which group
similar objects in a cluster. Several clustering algorithms have
been introduced in recent years for data streams that are
based on distance, so they can find only spherical shapes.
Therefore, density-based clustering algorithms are adopted for
data streams with ability for not only discovering the arbitrary
shape clusters, but also for providing protection against the
outliers. In fact, in density-based clustering algorithms, dense
areas of objects in the data space are considered as clusters,
which are segregated by low density area (noise). However,
in the clustering data streams, due to certain characteristics,
it is impossible to record all the data. Micro-clusters are a
technique in stream clustering that maintains the compact
information about the data objects in data streams. Micro-
cluster is a temporal extension of the cluster feature, which
compresses the data effectively. In this paper, we intend to
review the outstanding density-based clustering algorithms on
data streams using micro-clusters. We will explore algorithm
characteristics and analyze their merits and limitations.

Index Terms—Data streams, Density-based clustering, Micro
cluster

I. I NTRODUCTION

I N recent years, mining data streams has become promi-
nent as sensors and the other devices that generate data

streams are used extensively. Mining data streams relate to
extracting useful pattern from data streams. Data streams
need to be processed as they arrive. Therefore, real-time
analysis and mining of data streams have attracted substantial
amount of researches [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. With the applica-
bility of data streams, clustering data streams have received
more attention in data mining research. In clustering data
streams, the aim is to cluster the data streams continuously
so there is an up-to-date clustering of all objects seen so far.

Clustering data streams posed additional challenges [6]
such as:

• Single pass clustering: data arrive contentiously so the
clustering has to be done in a single pass over the data

• Limited time : the algorithm has to handle the speed of
data streams for clustering

• Limited memory : since data streams are infinite, the
storing of all data streams is impossible
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• Number and size of clusters: according to data streams
characteristics, the number and the shape of clusters are
unknown in advance.

• Evolving data: the algorithm has to consider that the
data streams may change over the time

• Noisy data: the clustering algorithm has to handle the
noise in data, which affects clustering.

Some of the clustering methods that have been devel-
oped are distance-based. As such, they are suitable to find
ellipsoid-shaped clusters, or at best convex clusters. However,
for non-convex clusters, these methods have trouble finding
the true clusters, since two points from different clustersmay
be closer than two points in the same cluster. Nevertheless,
within one cluster, there must be enough intermediate points
such that we can reach from one end of the cluster to another
[7].

Density-based clustering algorithms are developed based
on density notion of clusters. They are designed to discover
clusters of arbitrary shape and to handle outliers. In fact,in
these clustering algorithms the high density area is separated
from the low one. Density is defined as the number of points
within a specified radius [8]. A density-based cluster is a set
of density-connected objects that is maximal with respect to
density-reachability. Every object not contained in any cluster
is considered to be noise [9].

In clustering data streams, we cannot save all the in-
coming data objects due to limited memory. Micro-clusters
are a method in stream clustering, which is used to record
summary information about the data objects in the streams.
Several algorithms are such as [10], [6], [11] and [12]
developed that are used micro-clusters for their clustering.

These algorithms are distance- or density-based. However,
the ability of density-based clustering to discover clusters of
arbitrary size and shape, together with the fact that it satisfies
the requirements for data streams clustering, made us choose
the density-based clustering, which used micro-clusters for
recording compact information about the clusters.

The main objective of this paper is to review the density-
based clustering algorithms specially developed for data
streams, as well as using micro-clusters for saving synopsis
information about the clusters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. SectionII
surveys related work. SectionIII provides an overview of
the density micro-clustering based algorithms on data stream.
SectionIV presents discussion, and SectionV concludes our
study.

II. RELATED WORKS

A number of density-based clustering algorithms were pro-
posed at the end of the previous decade, including DBSCAN
[8], DENCLUE [13], OPTICS [14], and CLIQUE [15].
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DBSCAN1 has been designed for the clustering of large
noisy datasets on spatial data. DBSCAN introduced the
concept of neighborhoods as a region of given radius (i.e.
a sphere) and containing a minimum number of data points.
Connected neighborhoods form clusters, thus departing from
the notion of spherical cluster. It grows clusters according to
a density-based connectivity analysis.

DENCLUE2 is also based on neighborhoods, focusing on
high-dimensional multimedia databases. Within the multidi-
mensional data space, DENCLUE computes the impact of a
data point upon its neighborhood and uses it to assign data
points to the clusters. It clusters objects based on a set of
density distribution functions.

OPTICS3 is not a clustering algorithm; rather, it con-
tributes in identifying the clustering structure by ordering
points and reachability distances in a way that can be
exploited by a density-based algorithm. It extends DBSCAN
to produce a cluster ordering obtained from a wide range
of parameter settings. Like DBSCAN and DENCLUE, it
observes density as a regional phenomenon.

CLIQUE4 combines a density-based and a grid-based
approach to find clusters embedded in subspaces of a high-
dimensional data space. It partitions each dimension like a
grid structure and determines whether a cell is dense, based
on the number of points it contains. It partitions the data
space into rectangular units that are considered dense if they
contain a minimum number of points [16].

However, these algorithms are not applicable for data
streams. They are developed for large or spatial database.
Several density-based clusterings have been developed in re-
cent years, which adopted these algorithms for data streams.
On the other hand, some algorithms use micro-cluster for
saving summary information about the clusters that are not
density-based, like [10], [6], but they designed for data
streams. We intend to review density-based clustering algo-
rithms based on data streams. Besides that, they used micro-
clusters concept for their clustering.

III. D ENSITY M ICRO-CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

In this section, we will introduce and analyze the out-
standing density-based clustering algorithm based on micro-
clusters. One of the well-known designs for clustering data
stream is two-phase clustering, which Aggarwal et al. [10]
introduce. The two-phase clustering separates the clustering
process into online and offline components. In this online-
offline way, the online phase captures synopsis information
from the data stream, and the offline phase generates clusters
on the stored synopsis information.

Density-based clustering has the ability to discover clusters
in any shape. It defines the clusters by separating dense area
from sparse ones. Among the density-based algorithms that
are explained earlier in this paper, DBSCAN is used in the
offline phase for clustering algorithms on data streams.

In clustering data streams, it is impractical to save all
the incoming data objects. Micro-clusters are a popular
technique in stream clustering, which maintain the compact
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representation of the clustering. Micro-cluster, which was
first introduced in [10], is a temporal extension of cluster
feature vector. According to [17] and [10], we can define the
cluster features and the micro-cluster as follows:

Definition 1: Cluster Feature (CF): Cluster feature [17]
is a triple summarizing, which is maintained about a cluster.
It is a triple vector, which include the number of the data
points, the linear sum of data points, and the squared sum
of them.

CF = (N,
−→
LS, SS)

• N is the number of data points in a cluster.
•

−→
LS =

∑N

i=1

−→
Xi is the linear sum of theN data points.

• SS =
∑N

i=1 Xi
2is the square sum of data points.

The most important characteristic of a cluster feature
is the additive. If CF1 = (N1,

−→
LS1, SS1) and CF2 =

(N2,
−→
LS2, SS2) are two disjoint clusters, the CF vector of

the merged cluster of two clusters will be:

CF1 + CF2 = (N1 +N2,
−→
LS1 +

−→
LS2, SS1 + SS2).

The additive property makes them very useful for data
streams cluster analysis. Furthermore, a large number of
micro-clusters can be maintained without using a great deal
of memory. Therefore, based oncluster featuredefinition,
the micro-cluster is defined as follows:

Definition 2: Micro-Cluster : Micro-cluster extends the
CF vector by summing up the timestamps. A micro-
cluster for a set of d-dimensional points defines as
(
−−−→
CF2x,

−−−→
CF1x, CF2t, CF1t, n).

−−−→
CF2x,

−−−→
CF1x are equiva-

lent to SS andLS respectively. The timestamps entries are
defined as follows:

• CF2t: The sum of squares of timestampsTi1 . . . Tin.
• CF1t: The sum of timestampsTi1 . . . Tin.
The micro-cluster for a set of pointsC denote by

−−−−−−→
CFT (C).

The micro-clusters framework in density-based clustering
is shown in Fig.1 [18].

In the following sections, four remarkable algorithms
(DenStream, C-Denstream, rDenStream, andSDStream) are
explored, and the pros and cons of them are discussed in a
separate section.DenStreamwill be explained in more detail
in the next section, since all the other algorithms are based
on it.

A. DenStream

DenStream[12] is a density-based clustering solution
for data streams. It extends the micro-cluster concept [10].
Instead of using the number of points that are in the neighbor-
hood as density concept like DBSCAN, micro-cluster density
is based on weighting areas of points in the neighborhood.
It uses thefading function[19] and aggregates the weights
in micro-clusters.DenStreamhas two phases -online-offline-
and is based on CluStream [10] framework.

In evolving data streams, the role of clusters and outliers
frequently exchange. Therefore, the structure ofp-micro-
cluster[12] ando-micro-cluster[12] are introduced for keep-
ing the difference among potential clusters and outliers. The
main differences between them are their different constraints
on their weights. In addition,outlier buffer is defined for



Fig. 1. Micro-Clusters framework in density-based clustering [18]

separation of the process of thep-micro-clustersando-micro-
clusters. In [12] the p-micro-clusterando-micro-clusterare
defined as follows:

Thep-micro-clusteris actually a potentialc-micro-cluster,
so first we need to define thec-micro-clusterconcept.f(t) a
fading function, used in the following definitions, explained
in [19].

Definition 3: core-micro-cluster (c-micro-cluster): A c-
micro-clusterdefines asCMC(w, c, r) for a group of close
pointspi1 . . . pin with timestampsTi1 . . . Tin.

• w =
∑n

j=1 = f(t− Tij), is the weight andw ≥ µ .

• c =
∑

n
j=1

f(t−Tij)pij

w
is the center.

• r =
∑

n
j=1

f(t−Tij)dist(pij ,c)

w
, r ≤ ǫ is the radius.

dist(pij , c) is Euclidean distancebetween pointpij and
the centerc.

Definition 4: potential c-micro-cluster (p-micro-
cluster): p-micro-clusterat the timet for a group of close
points pi1 . . . pin with timestampsTi1 . . . Tin defines as

(
−−→
CF 1,

−−→
CF 2, w).

• w =
∑n

j=1 f(t− Tij), is the weight andw ≥ βµ. β is
the parameter to determine the threshold of the outlier
relative toc-micro-clusters(0 < β < 1).

•

−−→
CF 1 =

∑n

j=1 f(t−Tij)pij , is the weighted linear sum
of the points.

•

−−→
CF 2 =

∑n

j=1 f(t − Tij)pi
2
j is the weighted squared

sum of the points.

Definition 5: outlier micro-cluster (o-micro-cluster):
The definition of o-micro-cluster is similar to p-micro-
cluster. It is defined as

(
−−→
CF 1,

−−→
CF 2, w, t0)

However, it considerst0 = Ti1, relate to the creation time
of o-micro-cluster. It is used to determine the life span of the
o-micro-cluster. In addition to, it considers as an outlier since
the micro-cluster weight is below the threshold of outlier
weightw ≤ βµ .

DenStreamdivides the process of clustering into two parts.
First, an online maintenance step of micro-clusters is carried

out followed by an offline step generates the final clusters
using the clustering algorithm DBSCAN.

Online Phase (micro-cluster upkeep): The p-micro-
clustersando-micro-clusterare maintained in an online way.
All the o-micro-clustersare maintained in a separate memory
space, which is calledoutlier-buffer. When a new point
arrives, it will be merged with the existing micro clusters
as follows:

1) Merge a new point with the nearestp-micro-cluster,

• if the new radius ofp-micro-clusterafter adding
the new point is below or equal to the threshold,
which is considered for radius ofc-micro-cluster.

• Otherwise, merge the new point with the nearest
o-micro-clusters

2) The weight of newo-micro-clusteris checked,

• if it is higher than the threshold, it means that it
grows intop-micro-cluster, so it will be removed
from theoutlier buffer, and a newp-micro cluster
is created.

• Otherwise, the newo-micro-clusteris created by
new point and put inoutlier buffer.

The algorithm puts each new point inoutlier bufferbecause
the new point cannot fit in any clusters.Therefore, it may be
an outlier or the seed of new cluster.

Offline Phase (generating clusters):After capturing the
p-micro-clustersin the online phase, a variant of DBSCAN
algorithm is applied top-micro-clustersto get the final result
of clustering. Eachp-micro-clusteris regarded as a virtual
point for clustering. Weight is an important parameter in
this variant DBSCAN. For any decision, the weight factor
is checked, which should be higher than the threshold.

Furthermore, it has a strategy for distinguishing between
the real outliers, and potential ones, which will change to po-
tential micro-clusters. In special time intervals, the algorithm
checks the weights ofp-micro-clustersando-micro-clusters
and make a decision based on their weights. If the weight of
p-micro-clustersis lower than threshold, it will be omitted. It
means thatp-micro-clusterschange to outliers, since it does
not receive any data for a long time. In addition, it checks



the o-micro-clustersweight if it is below the lower limit of
threshold, it will omit since it is real outliers. Otherwise, the
o-micro-clustersare considered as a potential one, which will
change top-micro-clusters.

The execution time ofDenStreamgrows linearly as the
stream proceeds. The execution time is evaluated on data
stream with various dimensionally and different number of
natural clusters. The empirical result shows that the algorithm
is more effective than CluStream.

B. SDStream

The SDStreamalgorithm [20] is an offline-online algo-
rithm, which has ability to discover the clusters with arbitrary
shapes over sliding windows [21]. In this algorithm, the
distribution of the most recent data stream is considered and
the data points that are not accommodated in sliding window
length are discarded.

SDStreamalgorithm is based onSWClusteringalgorithm
[22] andDenStream. It modifies thec-micro-cluster, p-micro-
cluster and o-micro-clusterconcepts by assigning a weight
to each micro-cluster, based on the number of data points in
it. The p-micro-clusterando-micro-clusterare stored in the
form of Exponential Histogram of Cluster Feature (EHCF).

According to [22], the TCF and EHCF concepts are
defined as follows:

Definition 6: Temporal Cluster Feature (TCF): TCF is
a temporal extension ofCF with the timestamp of the most
recent record for keeping cluster properties in the sliding
window model . It is defined as a(

−−−→
CF2x,

−−−→
CF1x, t, n), which

is similar toCF. t is added as the timestamp of most recent
record.

Definition 7: Exponential Histogram of Cluster Fea-
ture (EHCF) : EHCF data structure is proposed to construct
cluster features based on sliding window model. In EHCF
only the most resentN records are considered at any time.
Every bucket in anEHCF is a TCF for a set of records.
The new data points will be added to the nearest micro
cluster (o-micro-clusteror p-micro-cluster), if the new radius
of micro cluster is below or equal to radius threshold.
Otherwise, the new micro cluster will be created. As a result,
two clusters have to be merged or one micro-cluster is deleted
as follows:

• Merging two micro clusters: the two nearest micro
clusters, which aredensity-reachable[8] from the other,
are chosen and merged. The merging is completed by
the merging of twoEHCF [22].

• Omitting the micro cluster: The outdated micro cluster
is deleted. The outdated micro clusters are defined by
the value of time inTCF. If the value oft in TCF does
not belong to the bound of N-length sliding window,
the TCF is also deleted.

All the density-connected[8] p-micro-clusters form a
cluster. Eachp-micro-clustersviews as a virtual point when
the clustering request arrives. The final clusters of arbitrary
shape generate, based on these virtual points using modified
DBSCAN. The authors in this paper claim thatSDStream
has higher cluster quality compared toCluStream[10].

C. rDenStream

In[23], Liu et al. develop a three-step clustering algorithm
based onDenStream. In rDenStreamthe discarded micro-

clusters are kept in outside temporary memory, giving them
a new chance to tend to clustering and improve the accuracy
of clustering. This algorithm is usable for applications with
large amounts of outliers.

The first two phases ofrDenStreamare similar toDen-
Stream; however, it has one more phase, which is called
the retrospect. In this phase, the algorithm will learn from
discarded data to improve the accuracy of the algorithm. It
gives a chance to misjudge points to relearn and improve the
robustness of the clustering.

The experimental result shows that it has better per-
formance thanDenStreamin the initial phase. The time
complexity is more thanDenStreamsince it has to process
the historical buffer. In addition, the memory usage is more
thanDenStreambecause it saves the historical outlier buffer.

D. C-DenStream

Authors in [11] developed a density-based algorithm for
data streams that includes domain information in the form of
constraints. They extend the static semi-supervised clustering
for streams and propose a method for the use of background
knowledge in data streams. Semi-supervised clustering meth-
ods exploit background knowledge to guide the clustering
process. Instance level constraints are a specific and popular
form of background knowledge. They refer to instances that
must belong to the same cluster (Must-Link constraints) and
those that must be assigned to different clusters (Cannot-
link constraints) [24]. Authors apply this semi-supervised
approach to extend DenStream algorithm. C-DenStream is
extended the notion of instance level constraints from static
data to data streams, focusing on density-based clustering
and cluster evolution in streams.

It is an extension of DenStream allowing the inclusion of
domain information, at the same time as requirements for
data stream algorithms are satisfied. They used the concepts
of contrariness between micro clusters. They modify the
DenStreamalgorithms as follows:

• Instead of using DBSCAN in the offline phase, they
used C-DBSCAN [25] to include constraints.

• They put constraint inDenStreamphase of their al-
gorithms by using the concept of constraint between
micro-clusters when they are created, removed and
maintained [10].

They show that an infinite number of constraints cannot
be stored; it needs effective management. Therefore, they
showed how to transform the instance level constraints into
micro-cluster level constraints.

IV. D ISCUSSIONS

In this section, we will discuss the density clustering
algorithms that have been introduced in the previous sections.

The DenStreamalgorithm considers weights for data
points, so the outdated data is eliminated, which is very
useful in data streams. It also saves time since it does not
merge data into a micro-cluster and then address the outliers.
It determines the outliers before merging.rDenStreambuild
on DenStream; however, it can handle the outliers very well
with high accuracy. On the other hand, it has higher time
complexity compared toDenStream, since it processes the



historical outlier buffer. In addition, it needs more memory
space for saving the historical buffer.

SDStreamuses the EHCF synopsis data structure that can
better track the cluster evolution while consuming much less
memory. EHCF provides a flexible framework for analyz-
ing the cluster evolution. This algorithm is applicable for
the applications in which the distributions of most recent
data streams are important.C-DenStreamuses background
knowledge for guiding clustering and putting constraint on
micro-cluster. It prevents the formation of the clusters that
do not conform to the applications’ semantics. For example,
geographical objects, e.g. houses separated by a borderline
or a river may, not be assigned to the same cluster, indepen-
dently of their physical proximity. Therefore, it is applicable
in real applications.

All of these algorithms have their pros and cons. They
cluster data streams from different perspectives. While some
of them emphasize the handling of outliers, others ignore it.
Some are more accurate, though they have a high complexity.
Choosing the time window for processing data stream is
also different in these algorithms; while some of them
consider the whole data stream, the others only use the most
recent data streams. Consequently, choosing these algorithms
depends on what we want from the algorithms, such as low
time complexity, high accuracy, the distribution of our data,
and so on.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Clustering data streams places additional constraints on
clustering algorithms. Data streams require algorithms to
make a single pass over the data with bounded memory
and limited processing time, whereas the stream may be
highly dynamic and evolve over time. Several clustering
algorithms are introduced for data streams that are distance-
based and cannot handle the interwoven clusters. Besides
that, saving the data streams is impossible, due to the infinite
characteristic. Consequently, micro-cluster is introduced to
record a summary of data.

We explore four density-based clustering algorithms using
micro-clusters. These algorithms utilize the density-based
clustering because of their ability to find any shape clusters
and micro-clusters as a general summarization of incoming
data streams for solving data mining problems on streams.

The algorithms are two-phase, online and offline, in which
the online phase maintains the micro clusters and offline
phase generate the final clusters based on DBSCAN.

As a future work, we will implement all these algorithms
and compare them based on the cluster quality on single
dataset.
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